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The ground state of a graphene sheet at charge neutrality in a perpendicular magnetic field
remains enigmatic, with various experiments supporting canted antiferromagnetic, bond ordered,
and even charge density wave phases. A promising avenue to elucidating the nature of this state
is to sandwich it between regions of different filling factors, and study spin-dependent tunneling
across the edge modes at the interfaces. Here we report on tunnel transport through a ν = 0 region
in a graphite-gated, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) encapsulated monolayer graphene device, with
the ν = 0 strip sandwiched by spin-polarized ν = ±1 quantum Hall states. We observe finite
tunneling (t ∼ 0.3 − 0.6) between the ν = ±1 edges at not too small magnetic fields (B > 3T )
and low tunnel bias voltage (< 30 − 60µV ), which is surprising because electrons at the edge
states nominally have opposite spins. Hartree-Fock calculations elucidate these phenomena as being
driven by the formation of a CAF order parameter in the ν = 0 region at zero bias (for wide
enough junctions) leading to non-orthogonal spins at the edges. Remarkably, this tunneling can be
controllably switched off by increasing bias; bias voltage leads to a pileup of charge at the junction,
leading to a collapse of the CAF order and a suppression of the tunneling.

The particle-hole symmetric band-structure of mono-
layer graphene with spin, valley or sublattice symme-
tries has been proposed to give rise to a rich variety of
interaction-driven symmetry-broken quantum Hall (QH)
phases [1–15]. The simplest symmetry-broken states in
the four-fold (nearly) degenerate manifold of the n = 0
Landau levels (the zero-energy Landau levels, or ZLLs)
are described within the formalism of quantum Hall ferro-
magnetism (QHFM) [16–20]. In the ZLLs, a plethora of
phases have been observed [20–26], but the most enig-
matic QH phase arises at the charge neutrality point
(ν = 0) [23, 27–39]. While the Coulomb interaction has
an SU(4) spin-valley symmetry, residual interactions [24]
break this symmetry and determine the physical proper-
ties of the ν = 0 ground state [31, 34], the possibilities
being charge density wave (CDW), bond ordered/Kekule
distorted (KD), canted anti-ferromagnet (CAF), and
fully spin-polarized (F) phases (see Fig. 1a) [34]. All
these phases except F, which is a quantum spin Hall
insulator, are insulators without protected edge states,
making their experimental identification difficult.

Experimentally, a phase transition of the ν = 0
phase from an ordinary insulator to a quantum spin
Hall insulator was observed [25] as a function of tilted
field (the Zeeman energy EZ), with the high-EZ phase
yielding a two-terminal conductance of G2T ≈ 2e2/h,
consistent with the F phase. At purely perpendicu-
lar field, magnon transmission experiments [40–43] show
that spin excitations do traverse a ν = 0 region, which
must therefore have some form of spin order, suggest-
ing the CAF state. The spin excitations are generated
in fully spin-polarized regions [40–43], necessarily have

energies above EZ , and are subject to kinematic con-
straints [44]. However, more recent scanning tunneling
microscopy/spectroscopy (STM) experiments find evi-
dence for bond order [38, 39, 45], and also CDW or-
der [38, 39]; no information regarding magnetic order is
available from the STM experiments. While past the-
ory [34] implies that the ν = 0 state is either CAF or bond
ordered, recent theoretical work supports the coexistence
of CAF and bond order [46]. Given the tension between
different experimental observations, elucidating the or-
der parameters in the ν = 0 ground state of graphene is
of utmost importance, not least because of the possible
technological applications of the CAF state. [41, 42, 47–
54]. We note in this context that the recent observation of
a linearly dispersing magnon excitation [50] in the ν = 0
state in a sister material, namely Bernal-stacked bilayer
graphene, confirms the presence of CAF order in that
material.

We pursue in this work an alternative approach to
probe the order of the ν = 0 state, by coupling it to
better-understood quantum Hall states. A graphene pn
junction forms an ideal probe, because the ν = 0 region
naturally appears at the boundary separating the elec-
tron and hole like QH states [55–57] as shown in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1b, the sublattice symmetry broken LLs origi-
nating from the ZLL are shown across a graphene pn
junction. There is experimental evidence [37, 58] as well
as theoretical support [59, 60] for sublattice symmetry
breaking due to the encapsulating hBN , which makes
these states valley polarized. In this letter, we will as-
sume the ν = ±1 states to be valley polarized. The colors
in Fig. 1b (blue or red) represent the spin-polarization
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FIG. 1. (a) Ground states of the half filled (ν = 0) ZLL,
with the distribution and spin (↑/↓-arrows) of the electrons
between the two sublattices (red and green circles). From
left to right: charge density wave (CDW), Kekule Distorted
(KD) or partially sublattice polarized phase (PSP), canted
anti-ferromagnet (CAF) and ferromagnet (F). (b) Symmetry
broken LLs across a graphene pn junction in the CDW/KD
state. The colors corresponds to the nominal spin polarization
and K or K′ represents the valley index of the LLs. (c) and
(d) Schematic of a graphene pn junction without/with the
CAF ordering of the ν = 0 region (yellow), respectively. The
red (blue) arrows show spin polarization of the hole (electron)-
like edge states. The black arrows show sublattice spin polar-
ization inside the bulk.

(↑/↓) of the LLs. The edge states of the electron-like and
hole-like states appear at the LL and chemical potential
(µ) crossings. In Figs. 1c and 1d, the ν = 0 region is
the yellow strip separating the electron-like and hole-like
QH states. The ν = ±1 states are known to be fully spin
polarized in the bulk as shown by the black arrows in
Fig. 1c.

The essential physics motivating this work is as follows.
If the ν = 0 region is in a singlet insulator, such as the KD
or the CDW phase shown in Fig. 1c, the 0|1 edge (blue)
has ↑-spin, while the −1|0 edge (red) has ↓-spin. In this
case, one would expect disorder-induced single-particle
tunneling between the edges to be heavily suppressed.
The situation is very different if the ν = 0 strip is in a
CAF state, as in Fig. 1d. As is well-known [49, 54], the
CAF order can penetrate several magnetic lengths into
the bulk of the ν = ±1 regions (shown by the tilted black
arrows in Fig. 1d), implying that the chiral edge modes
of the ν = ±1 states are no longer fully spin-polarized (
red or blue arrows in Fig. 1d). In this case, disorder can

induce tunneling between edges at arbitrarily low bias.
For a sufficiently long strip, one can expect roughly half
of the input current to tunnel across the strip, which
would be clear evidence for the existence of CAF order
at ν = 0.

Motivated by these considerations, we have carried
out bias-dependent tunneling measurements between the
ν = ±1 edge states co-propagating along a graphene pn
junction, and obtained the dependence of the tunneling
current on magnetic field. The key finding is the obser-
vation of finite tunneling (t ∼ 0.3− 0.6) between ν = ±1
edge states at and around zero bias at magnetic fields
above 3 T . We take this to be an evidence for the CAF
phase in the ν = 0 strip. The absence of tunneling at low
perpendicular magnetic fields (< 3T ) is explained, qual-
itatively, using model Hartree-Fock calculations, which
show that at weak fields, the ν = 0 strip is too narrow
in units of magnetic length ` to sustain CAF order. We
further find an abrupt suppression of tunneling above
a critical bias V ∗b , which increases with magnetic field
(V ∗b ∼ ±60µV at 8T). This effect is understood by not-
ing that as the bias voltage increases, charge piles up at
the edges of the ν = 0 strip, effectively narrowing it, and
eventually destabilizing the CAF state. This allows for
switching on and off of the tunneling electrically.
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FIG. 2. Device schematic and junction response (a)
Schematic of the dual gated graphene device with measure-
ment setup. (b) and (c) shows tdiff as function of the νp
and νn at 8 T and 40 mK for Idcin=0 nA and Idcin=30 nA,
respectively. The black dashed lines marks the boundary of
the different filling factor plateaus. The spin polarization (↑
or ↓-arrows) of the electron (hole) like edge states on each
plateau are shown by the blue (red) arrows.

The device schematic and measurement setup are
shown in Fig. 2(a). The device consists of an hBN encap-
sulated graphene flake, with two bottom graphite gates
BG1 and BG2. Details about the device structure can
be found in our previous work [61] and the supplemen-
tary information 1 (SI-1). The measurement-setup is de-
scribed in SI-2. We have used a six contact Hall bar
geometry for the transport measurement, with three con-
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tacts on either side of the pn junction. The extreme two
contacts are connected to the dilution mixing chamber
(MC) plate to serve as cold ground (c.g), and the Hall
bars are used for current injection and voltage measure-
ments. To study the inter-edge tunneling at the junc-
tion we have measured the bias-dependent differential
transmittance (tdiff ) of the junction. For this, a dc-
excitation current Idcin together with a small ac-current
Iacin (∼ 1 nA at 13 Hz) is injected at the p side Hall bar
contact. The corresponding ac component of the trans-
mitted current Iact is determined from the voltage drop
V acm , measured at the n side as shown in Fig. 2(a). Here,
V acm = h

|νn|e2 I
ac
t , where νn is the n side filling factor. The

ratio Iact /Iacin gives the measured tdiff . The net trans-
mittance (t = Idct /I

dc
in ) of the junction can be calculated

from the tdiff vs. Idcin plots and the process is described
in details in SI-3. Most of the measurements have been
performed with magnetic fields between 2 T -8 T , and at
temperature of 40 mK.

Figure 2b shows the measured tdiff (at B = 8T and
T = 40 mK) as function of the p and n side filling factors
(νp and νn, respectively) without dc-excitation current i.e
for Idcin = 0 nA, while Fig. 2c shows the tdiff for Idcin = 30
nA. In both the figures, the black dashed lines demar-
cate different (νp, νn) filling factor plateaus and the ideal
spin polarization of the p (n) side edge states on each
plateau are shown with the red (blue) arrows. A com-
parison of the two figures reveals differences in the tdiff
magnitudes between the two biasing scenarios at the (-1,
1) and (-1,2) filling factor plateaus. The most striking
difference is observed for the (−1, 1) plateau, where for
Idcin = 0, average tdiff ∼ 0.4, but for Idcin = 30 nA, tdiff
practically vanishes. Figure 3(a) shows the character-
istic bias (Vb) dependence of tdiff (red) or t (blue) for
the (−1, 1) plateau, at 8 T and 40 mK. Here, Vb corre-
sponds to the net voltage drop across the junction given
by Vb = h

|νp|e2 I
dc
in . From the plot, three distinct tunneling

regimes can be identified: (i) finite tunneling (t ∼ 0.4)
within a small bias window 2∆ (∼ 120µV ) around Vb = 0,
as marked by the vertical red dashed lines; (ii) a sharp
fall of t outside the 2∆ window, accompanied by small
transmittance peaks shown by the vertical black dashed
lines; and (iii) zero transmittance for Vb > ±250µV . If
the νp,n = ±1 edge states have opposite spin polarization
as depicted in Fig. 2b and 2c, nonzero tunneling is not
possible at Vb = 0 [54, 56, 61]. In this scenario, tun-
neling between these edge states is only possible when
the applied bias exceeds the Zeeman energy required for
spin-flip scattering [54]. Fig. 3(b) shows the typical tdiff
vs. Vb responses for other plateaus (also see SI-5). The
bias responses at (−1, 2) and (−2, 1) plateaus show a low-
bias - high-t and a high-bias - low-t region similar to that
observed for the (−1, 1) plateau. However, for plateaus
with νp,n ≥ ±2 no such bias dependence is observed. In
SI-6 we have compared the bias-dependent transmittance

for all the plateaus with full or spin-selective equilibra-
tion assumed for the QH edge states [55, 56, 61]. The
comparison shows that while the low bias transmittance
matches the full-equilibration model, high bias transmit-
tance agrees with the expected spin-selective equilibra-
tion. Thus, the unusual bias response is evidence for a
state where the spins of the electron/hole-like edge-states
at the pn junction are not orthogonal at low bias.
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FIG. 3. Bias dependent transmission: (a) tdiff (red)
and t (blue) versus bias (Vb) for the (-1,1) plateau at 40 mK
and B = 8 T . The finite tdiff or t within a small bias win-
dow 2∆ ∼ 120µV (between the red vertical dashed lines)
is followed by smaller peaks (vertical black dashed lines) and
vanishing transmittance at higher bias. (b) tdiff vs Vb re-
sponse for the (-1,2) (blue), (-2,1) (green) and (-2,2) (red)
plateau at same temperature and magnetic field.
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FIG. 4. Magnetic field dependence: (a) t vs. Vb response
as function of magnetic field for the (−1, 1) plateau at 40 mK.
For clarity, the data has been shifted manually along the t axis
with increasing field. (b) The gap 2∆ (green) for the same
plateau as function of B. The 8T data in (a) are at different
gate voltages than the 8T data in the previous figure.

The magnetic field dependence further elucidates the
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nature of the state revealed by the bias response. Fig-
ure 4a shows the evolution of the t vs. Vb responses for
the (−1, 1) plateau, with increasing magnetic field and
at 40 mK. Here, the bias responses have been vertically
offset for clarity. As seen, t is vanishingly small and bias
independent at the lowest magnetic-field of 2 T . We note
that the ν = 1 QH plateau is visible for B = 1 T , while
the ν = −1 QH plateau appears at 2 T . At 2 T the ab-
sence of tunneling can be attributed to orthogonal spin
polarization of the νp,n = ±1 edge states co-propagating
at the junction.

Above 2 T , the QH plateaus are robust (SI-4); in-
terestingly, the nonzero tunneling regime around zero
bias appears and becomes increasingly robust as B in-
creases, as is evident from the almost monotonic increase
of 2∆ with increasing magnetic field shown in Fig. 4b.
This indicates that as B increases, the spin-polarization
of the νp,n = ±1 edge-states becomes increasingly non-
orthogonal. Note that the 8T responses in Fig. 3a and
4a were taken at different (VBG1, VBG2) points on the
(−1, 1) plateau (see Figs. 2b or 2(c) and SI-5).
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FIG. 5. Hartree-Fock results: The parameters used are
EC = 10 (Coulomb interaction strength), q0 = 0.2 (screening
wavevector), vz = 0.25, vxy = −0.25 (residual interactions).
The interactions are finite-range, with details in the supple-
mental material. (a) and (b) One-body energies (black, red,
green and blue solid lines) for a narrow (w = `) and wide
(w = 3`) pn junction, respectively, as a function of position
X (in units `). The dashed black line is the chemical potential
µ. The colored arrows show (color-coded) spin polarizations
of the one-body states. (c) and (d) show order parameters as
a function of position for the narrow and wide junctions, re-
spectively. The narrow junction does not support CAF order,
and the spin polarizations of the red and green states at µ are
opposite. The wide junction does support CAF order, with
the spin polarizations of the red and green one-body states
being non-orthogonal.

Our data indicate that at low bias and above a critical
field-strength, the two co-propagating edges of the ν = 0
strip have non-orthogonal spins. This in turn strongly
indicates the presence of CAF order in the strip. To sub-
stantiate this picture, we have carried out Hartree-Fock

(HF) calculations. We use a screened Coulomb inter-
action and finite-range residual interactions [46], which
turn out to be crucial in selecting the ground state in the
absence of sublattice anisotropy. We model the inter-
face by a background charge density rising linearly from
ρb(ν = −1) = 1/2π`2 to ρb(ν = 1) = 3/2π`2 over a
distance 2w. Details are given in SI-7. The HF results
are shown in Fig. 5. The two panels on the left show
the results for a narrow junction region of width w = `,
while the two panels on the right are for a wider junction
with w = 3`. The one-body HF spectrum as a function
of position for w = ` is shown in Fig. 5a. Position is
measured in units of `, with the junction being at X = 0.
The far left is the ν = −1 region, where only one of the
four ZLLs is occupied, while the far right is the ν = 1
region with three of four ZLLs occupied. Two of the
states, colored red and green, cross the chemical poten-
tial µ (black dashed line) near the junction. Their spin
polarizations are represented by the arrows colored red
and green respectively. It is evident that the spin polar-
izations of the red and green states at the locations where
they cross µ are opposite. Thus, static disorder cannot
induce tunneling across the junction, consistent with our
data. Fig. 5c shows the order parameters. The CAF
order parameter is identically zero, and the junction is
fully spin-polarized. Fig. 5b shows the one-body energy
levels for a w = 3`. Once again, the red and green states
cross µ, but now their spins (represented by the colored
arrows) rotate continuously with position. At the loca-
tions where the red/green states cross µ, their spins are
almost parallel. Thus, static disorder is able to induce
tunneling across the junction. Fig. 5d shows that the
CAF order parameter is well-established in the junction,
and penetrates several ` into the bulk on both sides.

The HF calculations allow us to understand the esper-
imental data in terms of the dimensionless width of the
junction w̃ = w/`. At small B, w̃ is small, and CAF
order does not develop, leading to the absence of tun-
neling. At large B and zero bias, CAF order develops,
the two edges have non-orthogonal spins, and disorder-
induced tunneling occurs. The w for our device, which is
determined by the thickness of the dielectric (hBN), is of
the order of ∼ 30-50 nm and qualitatively agrees with the
model. Now with increasing bias we expect that bias will
lead to charge accumulation across the junction, caus-
ing it to become narrower. Beyond a critical bias volt-
age V ∗b , the junction is expected to collapse to the small
w/` state, thereby suppressing disorder-induced tunnel-
ing across the junction. Also, Fig. 4b shows, V ∗b increases
with B, i.e. with w/`, as expected. The precise value of
V ∗b depends on many details not included in our present
model. The smaller peaks (Fig. 3a) at intermediate bias
voltages are not captured in our model. Further studies
are required for their origin.

In conclusion, our tunneling data through a ν = 0
region sandwiched by νp,n = ±1 quantum Hall regions
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have two broad implications: First, they allow us to in-
fer the presence of CAF order in the ν = 0 region when
its dimensionless width is sufficiently large. Second, the
tunneling across the junction can be controlled by a bias
voltage, and in particular can be switched off beyond
a critical bias. This implies that the (essentially mag-
netic) CAF order in the junction is electrically control-
lable. Our observations suggest a new way to manipulate
the CAF order in ν = 0 graphene in situ for technologi-
cal purposes, potentially allowing the control of ultra-fast
spin dynamics, coherent transport, and spin superfluid-
ity [49, 62].
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Supplementary information 1: Device structure
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SI 1: (a) A schematic of the device. (b) The optical image of the measured device. The flakes
are marked with different colors. Scale-bar is 5µm.

Figs. SI 1(a) and SI 1(b) show a schematic of the device structure and an optical image of the device,
respectively. In our device, monolayer graphene has a layer of hBN at the top (thickness of ∼ 23nm), a
layer of HBN in the middle (thickness of ∼ 25nm) that separates the graphene from a graphite back gate
BG1, and finally a bottom hBN layer (thickness ∼ 40nm) that separates the graphite gates BG1 and BG2.
These bottom gates partially cover the two halves of the graphene flake, giving independent control of the
carrier density in each part. To fabricate the entire stack of encapsulated graphene with graphite gates, we
have used the well-known hot pick-up and transfer technique. The edge contacts on the graphene flake were
first defined by e-beam lithography and then etched by reactive ion etching (RIE). Subsequently, Cr(2nm),
Pd(10nm) and Au(70nm) were deposited on the etched regions by thermal evaporation.
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Supplementary information 2: Measurement setup
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SI 2: Complete transmittance measurement setup.

The complete measurement setup is shown in Fig. SI 2. As shown, the ac and dc voltage sources (Vac
at 13 Hz and Vdc, respectively) connect to the current injection contact of the device via a 1GΩ resistance,
followed by a coaxial cable (∼ 60Ω) and then a RC filter (R∼ 200Ω, C∼ 2nF ). While the RC filter and
the coaxial cable are inside the dilution fridge, the 1GΩ resistance is located outside the fridge. The 1GΩ

resistance acts as the current ballast for the low frequency junction transmittance measurements. The input
voltage (V ac

in ) at the current injection point is measured via another RC filter- coax line connected in a T -
configuration to the injection line. In a similar way, two RC filter- coax lines are also connected to the n
side. These T -configurations are used for determining the individual quantum Hall responses of the p and n
side shown in Fig. SI-4. The ac component of the transmitted current (Iact ) is determined by measuring the
voltage drop (V ac

m ) between the rightmost grounded contact and bottom right Hall bar contact with standard
Lock-in technique.

Supplementary information 3: Differential transmittance and dc transmittance:

In our measurement setup, the differential transmittance (tdiff ) of the junction is measured as a function
of applied dc voltage. To derive the junctions’ total dc transmittance (t), as plotted in Figure 3(a) and
Figure 4(a) of the main manuscript, we first calculate the total transmitted current (It) from the tdiff plots
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SI 3: Transmittance of the junction . Left panel is the measured differential transmittance (tdiff )
as a fucntion of injected dc current ( at 200 mK). Middle panel is the transmitted dc current (It)
through the junction. Right panel is the dc transmission (t) of the junction.

as described bellow:

Since, tdiff =
Iact
Iacin

=
dIt
dIin

=⇒ dIt = tdiffdIin

therefore, It =

∫ Iin

0
tdiffdIin (1)

Then, the t is derived by simply dividing It by total injected dc current Iin. The Fig. SI 3 shows the
calculated It and corresponding t with dc bias current at 200mK. In the figure, the left-most panel show the
measured differential transmittance tdiff as function of injected dc current Iin. The middle panel show the
corresponding calculated It versus Iin plot using Eqn. 1. The right most panel show the t versus Iin plot.
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SI 4: (a) and (b) quantum Hall responses of the n side and p side, respectively, at 40 mK.

Supplementary information 4: Quantum Hall response of the device:

The individual quantum Hall responses of n and p side for different magnetic fields are shown in Fig. SI 4(a)
and SI 4(b), respectively. For this measurement, we have kept one side in the insulating regime (ν = 0)
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and measure the response of the other side, using the measurement setup described in SI 2. In the figures,
conductance (G) in units of conductance quanta (G0 = e2/h) are plotted as function of gate voltages VBG1

(p side) and VBG2 (n side). For both the cases the broken symmetry integer QH plateaus are visible even at
low magnetic fileds.

Supplementary information 5: Bias dependent tunneling for different Filling factors:
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SI 5: Filling factor dependence of the bias response. tdiff vs. Vb response as functions of (a)
n-side filling factor νn and (b) p-side filling factor νn while νp=-1 and νn=1, respectively. (c) tdiff vs.
Vb response for νn = νp.

The filling factor dependence of the bias response is shown in Fig. SI 5. The Fig. SI 5(a) shows the
bias response at different νn, while the p-side is kept fixed at νp = −1. Similarly, Fig. SI 5(b) shows the bias
response at different νp, for νn = 1. The data was taken at temperature T = 1.3K. Fig. SI 5(c) shows the
data at ∼ 40mK, when equal number of edge states co-propagate along the junction, i.e for |νp| = |νn|. The
insets of the figures show the ideal spin-configuration (↑ and ↓-arrows) of the electron and hole-like edge
states (blue and red-arrows, respectively). The bias cut lines along the white dashed lines are also shown in
the figures. All the data were taken at magnetic field 8T. As can be seen, the anomalous bias response is
only prominent for (νp, νn) = (−1, 1) plateau.

Supplementary information 6: Full equilibration versus spin selective equilibration:

Ideally, the equilibration of the symmetry-broken quantum Hall edge states at graphene p-n junction depends
on their spin configuration. For example, for (νp, νn) = (-1,1) if the spins are orthogonal, then equilibration
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SI 6: (a) Full equilibration and (b) spin selective equilibration models for filling factor (νp, νn) =
(-1,2). (c) and (d) are same models for filling factor (νp, νn) = (-2,1). (e) and (f) plateau-wise tdiff
as function of νn for νp = −1 and −2, respectively. The red and blue dashed lines are theoretically
expected transmittance for spin-selective (tspin) and full equilibration (tfull). The green and yellow
circles corresponds to the Idcin = 30 nA and Idcin = 0 nA cases, respectively.

is blocked, as a result transmission of the junction is zero. This is known as spin selective equilibration and
can be understood better for higher filling factors having both ↑ and ↓-spin edge states. The Figs. SI 6(a) and
SI 6(b), shows the schematic for full and spin selective equilibration, respectively, for filling factor (νp, νn)
= (-1,2), where the current Iin is injected from the p-side. In case of full equilibration ( Fig. SI 6(a)), the
injected current Iin is equally distributed among the co-propagating edge states coming from both sides.
Hence, after the equilibration the current carried by each of the edge states is Iin/3. As the n side has
|νn| = 2 outgoing edge channels, the net transmitted current for full equilibration is It = 2Iin/3. Thus,
the net transmittance tfull = 2/3. For spin selective equilibration (Fig. SI 6(b)), the injected current is
only distributed between same spin channels co-propagating along the junction. As a result in this case the
transmitted current is It = Iin/2, thus transmittance tspin = 1/2. Figs. SI 6(c) and SI 6(d), shows the two
cases for filling factor (νp, νn) = (-2,1). Here also, for the full equilibration, the injected current is equally
distributed between three channels at the junction, however, as there is only one edge state at the n side,
the transmitted current is It = Iin/3, so tfull = 1/3. For the spin selective case, first the injected current
is equally divided between the two up and the single down-spin edge channels at the p side. Then the up
and down spin currents gets redistributed spin selectively at the junction. As a result the net transmitted
current in this case It = Iin/4, so the transmittance tspin = 1/4 1. The Figs. SI. 6(e) and SI 6(f) show
plateau-wise averaged tdiff and its fluctuations (error bars) at 8T and 40 mK, as function of νn keeping
νp fixed. In the figures the yellow and green circles corresponds to zero bias (Idcin = 0 nA) transmittance
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value and high bias transmittance value (Idcin = 30 nA), respectively. The blue and red dashed lines are the
theoretically expected transmittance, for full equilibration (tfull) and spin-selective equilibration (tspin) of
the QH edge states 1–3,respectively. It can be seen that for the (−1, 1) and (−1, 2) plateaus, the measured
values of tdiff for Idcin = 30 nA case matches exactly with the spin-selective equilibration picture. However,
for the zero-bias case, the measured values are very close to the full equilibration values. For νp = −2 case,
however, the zero bias and finite bias scenarios are difficult to distinguish.

Supplementary information 7: Equilibrium Hartree-Fock calculation

Model Hamiltonian and bulk ground states for ν = 0,±1: We will assume that the Hamiltonian has
a long-range Coulomb interaction, a short-range density-density interaction, and two other interaction that
are Ising-like and XY -like in the valley space respectively. In what follows, we quantize the system in
Landau gauge, with the spinless single-particle wavefunctions satisfying periodic boundary conditions in
the y-direction being

Ψα,k(x, y) =
1√
Ly

√
π
eiαKxeikye−(x−kℓ2)2/2ℓ2χα (2)

Here α = ±1 = K,K ′ is the valley index, and χα is a two-component spinor in the sublattice space. In
the ZLL, states in the K valley have support only on the B sublattice, and states in the K ′ valley have
support only on the A sublattice. The index k = 2πj/Ly (j integer) is the guiding center index, with the
wavefunction centered at kℓ2. Given a sample of dimensions Lx, Ly the degeneracy of each Landau level,
identical to the number of flux quanta piercing the sample, is Nϕ = LxLy/2πℓ

2. Labelling spin as s =↑, ↓,
our model Hamiltonian in the bulk is

H = −EZ

∑

αk

c†α↑kcα↑k − c†α↓kcα↓k

+
1

2LxLy

∑

q,k,k′,s,s′,α,α′β,β′µ

e−iqx(k−k′−qy)ℓ2−(qℓ)2/2vµ(q) : c
†
αsk−qy

(
τµ
)
αα′cα′skc

†
βs′k′+qy

(
τµ
)
ββ′cβ′s′k′ :

+
1

2LxLy

∑

q,k,k′,s,s′,α,β

e−iqx(k−k′−qy)ℓ2−(qℓ)2/2 2πe2

κ
√
q2 + q20

c†αsk−qy
c†βs′,k′+qy

cβs′k′cα,s,k (3)

where µ = 1, 2, 3 labels Pauli matrices in the valley space. The U(1) symmetry of separate charge conser-
vation in the two valleys implies that v1(q) = v2(q) = vxy(q). The final term is the long-range Coulomb
interaction, assumed to be screened by the small wavevector q0 for computational ease. We keep q0 small
0.2ℓ−1 and verify that nothing qualitative depends on it.

If one assumes that the short-range interactions are ultra-short-range, v0, vxy, vz become independent
of q. For reasons that will become clear shortly, we will not make this assumption. Instead, we assume the
following form in q:

vµ(q) = v0µe
−q2ξ2µ/2 (4)
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It is important to note that we will allow ξ2µ to be negative, as long as ξ2µ > −ℓ2. As we will see below,
negative values of ξ2µ imply that the magnitude of the Fock coupling are greater than that of the Hartree
coupling.

We will examine the ground state in the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation. The most general HF state
|{∆}⟩ is a single Slater determinantal state which can be completely characterized by the expectation values
of all 1-body operators

∆ss′
αβ(k, k

′) = ⟨{∆}|c†αskcβs′k′ |{∆}⟩ (5)

In the HF approximation, one computes the expectation value of the Hamiltonian in such a state

EHF ({∆}) = ⟨{∆}|H|{∆}⟩ (6)

and looks for the state that minimizes EHF . We will restrict our search to states that preserve translation
invariance up to a possible intervalley coherence. In other words, we will search among ∆ that satisfy

∆ss′
αβ = δkk′∆

ss′
αβ (7)

Note that the ∆ are independent of guiding center k in the bulk, consistent with translation invariance. By
convention, the particle-hole symmetric point is deemed ν = 0, hence the filling of the ZLLs is f = ν + 2.
The matrix ∆ is in fact the projector to the set of occupied ZLLs at each guiding center:

∆ =

f∑

j=1

|Ψj⟩⟨Ψj | (8)

Each |Ψj⟩ is a linear combination of the four available ZLLs, and the set of |Ψj⟩ are orthonormal ⟨Ψi|Ψj⟩ =
δij . The condition on the filling is Tr(∆) = f .

Given the translation-invariance restriction, and the properties of single Slater determinantal states,
we can compute EHF as

EHF

Nϕ
= −EZ

∑

α

(∆↑↑
αα −∆↓↓

αα)

+
1

4πℓ2

∑

αβss′

(
v0H + (−1)α+βvzH

)
∆ss

αα∆
s′s′
ββ

− 1

4πℓ2

∑

αβss′

(
v0F + (−1)α+βvzF

)
∆ss′

αβ∆
s′s
βα

+
1

πℓ2

∑

ss′

(
vxy,H∆ss

KK′∆s′s′
K′K − vxy,F∆

ss′
KK∆s′s

K′K′

)

− EC

√
π

2

∑

αβss′
∆ss′

αβ∆
s′s
βα (9)
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A number of points should be noted: (i) There is no Hartree term for the Coulomb interaction because of the
uniform positive background. EC = e2/κℓ is the energy scale of the Coulomb interaction. The properties of
projectors (∆2 = ∆) imply that the Coulomb Fock term depends only on the filling, and does not distinguish
differently ordered bulk states from each other. (ii) Each short-range interaction has a Hartree coupling vµ,H
and a Fock coupling vµ,F . If the interactions are assumed ultra-short-range, then vµ,H = vµ,F . However, in
our model, given Eq. , we have instead

vµ,H = v0µ

vµ,F = v0µ
ℓ2

ξ2µ + ℓ2
(10)

As mentioned earlier, ξ2µ < 0 implies that |vµ,F | > |vµ,H |. In what follows, it will be convenient to define

gµ,H/F =
vµ,H/F

2πℓ2
(11)

CAF ground state at ν = 0: Much effort has been devoted in the literature to finding the possible ground
states at ν = 0, when two linear combinations of the four available ZLLs are filled. Most of the liter-
ature assumes ultra-short-range interactions, in which case, as mentioned in the main text, there are four
possible phases when no sublattice-symmetry breaking field is present: canted antiferromagnetic (CAF),
bond-ordered (BO, sometimes also called Kekule distorted or KD), charge density wave (CDW), and fully
spin polarized (F).

More recently, one of the present authors in collaboration with others, has extended the HF treatment
by assuming independent Hartree and Fock couplings vµ,H/F . In addition to the phases mentioned above,
this more general treatment leads to the coexistence of BO and CAF order parameters when certain condi-
tions are met, namely gxy,F < gxy,H < 0, EZ > 0. For experimental samples, it is probably safe to assume
gz,H/F > 0. As EZ increases, the coexistent phase undergoes a second-order phase transition to the pure
CAF phase, which, at even larger EZ undergoes another second-order phase transition to the fully polarized
phase.

Combining transport and magnon scattering experiments, one can plausibly conclude that CAF order
is present in bulk ν = 0 at purely perpendicular field. Therefore, in what follows, we will choose coupling
constants consistent with this scenario. The pure CAF state has the following two linear combinations
occupied:

|Ψ1⟩ = cos
θ

2
|K ↑⟩+ sin

θ

2
|K ↓⟩

|Ψ2⟩ = cos
θ

2
|K ′ ↑⟩ − sin

θ

2
|K ′ ↓⟩ (12)

The two states have the same average Sz = cos θ but opposite values of average Sx = ± sin θ. Note that
we could introduce a phase into the sin θ/2 terms, which would rotate the spin in the xy plane, but this does
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not affect the energy. Ordering the indices as K ↑, K ↓,K ′ ↑, K ′ ↓, we write the ∆ matrix as

∆ =
1

2




1 + cos θ sin θ 0 0

sin θ 1− cos θ 0 0

0 0 1 + cos θ − sin θ

0 0 − sin θ 1− cos θ




(13)

Using Eq. and omitting the Coulomb energy, the HF energy can now be computed to be

EHF

Nϕ
= 2g0,H − g0,F − gz,F − 2EZ cos θ − 2gxy,F cos2 θ (14)

The CAF state occurs only when gxy,F < 0 (EZ is always assumed positive by convention). Minimizing
with respect to θ we obtain the optimal canting angle in the bulk

cos θ∗ =
EZ

2|gxy,F |
(15)

To explain recent scanning tunneling experiments, a more complicated state with coexistent CAF and
bond orders was constructed by one of the present authors and co-workers 4. Its ∆ matrix is

∆ =
1

4




2 + cosψa + cosψb − sinψa − sinψb cosψa − cosψb sinψa − sinψb

− sinψa − sinψb 2− cosψa − cosψb sinψb − sinψa cosψa − cosψb

cosψa − cosψb sinψb − sinψa 2 + cosψa + cosψb sinψa + sinψb

sinψa − sinψb cosψa − cosψb sinψa + sinψb 2− cosψa − cosψb




(16)

Such a state can be stabilized for 0 > gxy,H > gxy,F and some nonzero range of EZ . Details are in Ref. 4.

Ground state at ν = −1: Only a single linear combination of ZLLs is occupied. The Zeeman coupling
forces the spin to be polarized, hence the only freedom is in the superposition of valleys. We take the linear
combination

|Ψ(θ)⟩ = cos
θ

2
|K ↑⟩+ sin

θ

2
|K ′ ↑⟩ (17)

Note that we could have introduced a phase to one of the terms, but this phase does not enter the energy.
Ordering the indices as K ↑, K ↓,K ′ ↑, K ′ ↓, we write the ∆ matrix as

∆ =
1

2




1 + cos θ 0 sin θ 0

0 0 0 0

sin θ 0 1− cos θ 0

0 0 0 0




(18)
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The HF energy, ignoring the Coulomb contribution, is straightforwardly computed to be

EHF

Nϕ
= −EZ +

1

2

(
g0,H − g0,F + gz,H − gz,F + sin2 θ(gxy,H − gxy,F − gz,H + gz,F )

)
(19)

If one assumes the vµ to be ultra short range, all dependence on θ disappears, and there is a huge degenearacy
of ground states. In our model, the ground state is valley polarized if gxy,H − gxy,F − gz,H + gz,F > 0 and
an equal superposition of valleys if gxy,H − gxy,F − gz,H + gz,F < 0. In real samples, there is usually a
sublattice anisotropy (alternatively, valley Zeeman EV ) due to partial alignment with the HBN substrate.
This favors valley polarization for ν = −1.

Ground state at ν = 1: The state has to be spin polarized. An appropriate ∆ with arbitrary valley superpo-
sition is

∆ =
1

2




2 0 0 0

0 1 + cos θ 0 sin θ

0 0 2 0

0 sin θ 0 1− cos θ




(20)

The HF ground state energy per guiding center of this state, again ignoring the Coulomb energy, is

EHF

Nϕ
= −EZ +

1

2

(
g0,H − g0,F + gz,H − 3gz,F − 4gxy,F + sin2 θ(gz,F − gz,H + gxy,H − gxy,F )

)
(21)

The ν = 1 state is valley polarized/intervalley coherent under the same conditions as the ν = −1 state.

HF for a ν = 0 strip sandwiched between ν = ±1 regions: We consider two cases. (i) The ν = ±1

regions are valley polarized, and (ii) The ν = ±1 regions are intervalley coherent. In both cases the overall
phenomenology is the same. If the dimensionless width w̃ = w/ℓ of the ν = 0 strip is small (or order
1), there is no CAF order anywhere, whereas if w̃ exceeds a critical value of order unity, the central strip
acquires a CAF order parameter, which penetrates for several magnetic lengths into the ν = ±1 regions.

The setup is the same as in the bulk, which some key differences. Firstly, one needs to introduce the
background potential. This is generated from a background positive charge density with the following form

ρb(x) =





1
2πℓ2

−∞ < x < −w
1

πℓ2
(1 + x

2w ) −w < x < w
3

2πℓ2
w < x <∞

(22)

corresponding to a filling of ν = −1 (one of the four ZLLs filled) on the far left and a filling of ν = 1

(three of the four ZLLs filled) on the far right. This background charge interacts with the electron with the
(screened) Coulomb interaction of Eq. 3.
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Secondly, since the system is no longer translation invariant in the x-direction, one needs to allow the
HF averages to vary with position. We will maintain translation invariance in the y direction, leading to

⟨c†α,s,kcβ,s′,k′⟩ = δkk′∆
ss′
αβ(k) (23)

Note the dependence of ∆ on k, which was not present in the translation invariant bulk.

The HF procedure can now only be implemented numerically. We choose an "active" region of width
120ℓ around the interface. The active region is bordered by two frozen regions in which the state is fixed
by the bulk (ν = ±1 on the two sides). The frozen regions contribute mainly a Fock potential to the
edges of the active regions. The cylinder that imposes periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction is
chosen to have circumference Ly = 20πℓ, such that the separation between successive guiding centers is
δX = 2πℓ2/Ly = 0.1ℓ. We use an iterative procedure to implement the HF approximation. One chooses
a "seed" configuration, which means a set of ∆(k) for the entire active region. This is used to generate the
HF Hamiltonian, which is diagonalized for each k. The chemical potential is determined by overall charge
neutrality, and states below the chemical potential are filled. This leads to a new ∆(k), which completes one
iteration. When the absolute value of the difference between the old and new ∆, summed over all matrix
elements and all k, is lower than some criterion (we used 10−4), we assume the procedure has converged.
All order parameters are determined from the final ∆(k) by summing over occupied states at every k.

Results: As we saw, depending on the real-space structure of the residual couplings, the ±1 bulk
states can be either valley polarized or intervalley coherent. We present results for both possibilities, which
are qualitatively very similar. The overall finding is that for large w̃ = w/ℓ, CAF order is present in the
central ν = 0 strip, and penetrates several magnetic lengths into the ±1 regions. For small w̃, all single-
particle states have Sz as a good quantum number, and no CAF order exists anywhere. The transition
between the two states occurs around w̃ ≈ 1 in both cases.

Valley polarized ν = ±1: In the following, energies are in arbitrary units, because only the ratios of
couplings matter. In real systems the Coulomb energy scale is of the order of 10s ofmeV , while the residual
couplings are a few meV . All length scales are in units of ℓ. We used the following parameter values in
this calculation: EC = 20, q0 = 0.2, gz,H = 0.25 ξ2z = −0.2, gxy,H = −0.2, ξ2xy = −0.3. The negative
values of ξ2z , ξ

2
xy ensure that the bulk ν = ±1 states are valley polarized even in the absence of sublattice

anisotropy.

For w̃ = 3, we find the interface to have CAF order in the strip, which penetrates several tens of
magnetic lengths into the ν = ±1 region. Figure SI 7 shows the HF spectrum, the total order parameters,
and the separate order parameters for the four states.

Next we turn to small w̃. Figure SI 8 shows the one-body spectrum for the case w̃ = 1 when the strip
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SI 7: (a) HF energies for the valley polarized case with w̃ = 3. (b) The order parameters vs
position. Note the discontinuities near X = ±1.5 where states cross from above to below the
chemical potential. The CAF order parameter is strongest in the region −1.5 < X < 1.5, but
penetrates quite at least 10 magnetic lengths into the bulk of ν = ±1. (c) The order parameters
Sz, Sx, τz for the two lower states vs X. Solid lines denote the state labelled by the black line
in panel (a), while dashed lines denote the state labelled by the red line in (a). The states start
out deep in the ν = −1 region as ↑,K and ↓,K ′ respectively, but their spin directions rotate
continuously in the xz plane. Deep in the ν = 1 region they have exchanged spins, and are now
↓,K and ↑,K ′ respectively. (d) Order parameters for the two higher states. Solid lines denote the
state labelled by the green line in (a), while dashed lines denote the state labelled by the blue line
in (a). Deep in the ν = 1 region, the black, red, and green states of (a) are occupied, and the state
is spin and valley polarized.

is in a triplet state. This is evident from SI 8b, which shows the total Sz jumping to 2 in the strip and no
CAF order anywhere. In this case states 1 and 2 have ↑ spin, and states 3 and 4 have ↓ spin. Thus, there will
be no disorder-induced tunneling at low bias for the narrow strip.
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SI 8: (a) HF spectrum for the valley polarized ±1 for small width w̃ = 1. (b) Total order parame-
ters. It is clear that there is no CAF order anywhere. The central strip is fully polarized, and thus
necessarily valley unpolarized. The state labelled by the red line in (a) is ↑,K ′, while the state
labelled by the green line in (a) is ↓,K. The two edge modes have precisely opposite spin.

Intervalley Coherent ν = ±1: For completeness we show our results for the case when the couplings
are such that ν = ±1 are intervalley coherent rather than valley polarized. Here the parameters we use are
Ec = 20, q0 = 0.2, gz,H = 2.0, ξ2z = 0.1, gxy,H = −0.6, ξ2xy = 0.1. The positive values of ξ2 ensure that
the ν = ±1 states are intervalley coherent. In Fig. SI 9 we show the one-body HF spectrum, the total order
parameter, and separate order parameters for all the states at w̃ = 3. As in the valley polarized case, the
CAF order parameter penetrates several magnetic lengths into the bulk. The one-body states now turn out to
be a linear combination of a K-valley state canted in the +x,+z plane, and a K ′-valley state canted in the
−x,+z plane. Thus, they have no total Sx, but each state does have a nonzero average for the CAF order
parameter. In Fig. 9(c), we show the Sz and CAF order parameters for states 1 and 2, and in Fig. 9(d) we
show the same for states 3 and 4. As before, the spins at the two edges of the strip are not precisely opposite
to each other, and thus disorder can induce tunneling between them at low bias.

Finally, we turn to w̃ = 0.5 for the same parameters as for w̃ = 3. Fig. 10 shows the one-body HF
spectrum, and Fig. 10 shows the total order parameter. We note that the strip is fully polarized, and there is
no CAF order parameter anywhere. The left edge of the central strip has ↑ spin while the right edge has ↓
spin. Thus, there cannot be any disorder-induced tunneling across the strip at low bias.

Tunneling conductance for long strips: Assume that the overlap between the spin states on the
two edges of the strip is nonzero, so that disorder can induce tunneling across the strip. For simplicity, we
will assume that successive disorder-induced tunneling events are uncorrelated, and that the electron loses
phase coherence between successive events. Consider a lump of charge travelling along either edge of the
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SI 9: Intervalley coherent ν = ±1 with a ν = 0 strip of large width w̃ = 3. (a) HF spectrum.
(b) Total order parameters vs X. Once again, the CAF order is strongest in the ν = 0 strip, but
penetrates at least 10 magnetic lengths into the bulk on either side. Note the discontinuities as the
states labelled by the red and green lines in (a) enter the Fermi sea. (c) Order parameters Sz, Sxτz
for the two lower states (black and red in (a)) vs X. Solid lines are the order parameters of the
state labelled by the black line in (a), while dashed lines denote the state labelled by the red line
in (a). Each state is a superposition of both valleys in such a way that ⟨Sx⟩ = 0. However, each
state does have a nonzero average ⟨Sxτz. (c) Order parameters for the two higher states. Solid
lines denote the state labelled green in (a), while dashed lines pertain to the state labelled blue in
(a).

central strip. Under the conditions stated above, the charge has a probability Pl to be on the left edge, and a
probability Pr to be on the right edge. Let the average tunneling rate be r. Then

dPl

dt
= rPr;

dPr

dt
= rPl (24)

Clearly, d
dt(Pl − Pr) = −r(Pl = Pr). The stable solution is Pl = Pr = 0.5. Thus, under the conditions we
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SI 10: Intervalley coherent ν = ±1 with a ν = 0 strip of small width w̃ = 1. (a) HF spectrum. (b)
Total order parameters. It is clear that the ν = 0 strip is spin polarized. Thus the red state must be
↑-spin, while the green state must be ↓-spin.

have assumed, half the incident current ends up on each edge.
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